Authorship Detection

Minutes for 9th meeting on 07th March 2011
Held in EM211, 12.00PM – 1.00PM
Participants: Clement, Joel, Jie Dong
Absent: None

Minutes

1. Project status/progress during last week
   a) All codes have been modified by each team member to support multiple files handling in folders.
   b) SVM supports multiple class.
   c) still need to combine code.
   d) Discuss how should we present the result table for each algorithm.

2. Project goals for upcoming week
   a) Clement:
      i. Discuss with Joel on using a constant word length for each text.
      ii. implement interface developed by Joel.
      iii. try using lesser author as training data, may give more accurate results.
      iv. Meeting with supervisors.

   b) Joel:
      i. Discuss with Clement on using a constant word length for each text.
      ii. check the result of word function using SVM.
      iii. Meeting with supervisors.

   c) Dong Jie
      i. Try using lesser author as training data.
      ii. Meeting with supervisors.
      iii. Apply interface developed by Joel.